If you could use some nourishment for your soul, then curl up with the
inspirational messages from Healing the Grief Within. There is no right or
wrong way to process grief. There are only opportunities to have healing
experiences along the long and winding road that we all must travel. May
these heartfelt words act as a lantern to light your path when your journey
leads into the darkness.There is no final destination, simply the experience
of treading on waves of raw emotions while standing on a land that does
not feel like solid ground beneath your feet.
When you find yourself riding one of these waves, you have three
choices. Sink, swim or float, but whatever you do, don’t damn up the water.
Instead, take a time out, plant your feet firmly on the ground and just gently
breathe in, then slowly exhale. Ground yourself and feel your connection
to all that surrounds you. The only thing that keeps you alive is your ability
to breathe. When you don’t know what to do in any situation, just focus on
breathing. In cases of traumatic emotional distress, people tend to hold their
breath. Focusing your thoughts on breathing will help you oxygenate your
body and calm your mind. Then try one of the many wellness solutions in
this book.
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A Moment of Prayer
Heavenly Father, I come before you now alone, tired and weak. Yet, I
cannot sleep. For my mind is filled with memories of the times spent with
the one I love. My heart, it aches with a deep sense of sadness. Lord, I know
your promise of everlasting life and salvation, but right now all I can do is
ask "Why have you caused me such pain by taking away the one I love?"
Forgive me Lord for being angry. Release this sickness that I feel, and fill me
with the light of acceptance.Warm my heart with your undying love, so that
I can find comfort and refuge in your word. Walk with me Lord in my hours
of darkness and shine on me with your healing powers so my heart and
mind find peace. You know what I need before I do. Please give me the
wisdom to hear your guidance as you heal me from this pain. Keep me
faithful to your will for me and let me rest peacefully today. I ask for your
presence in all that I think, say and do. Knowing that there is not a spot
where God is not, I release this word unto the power of the law, knowing
that it returns multiplied and running over for the highest and best good of
all concerned. As I accept this as the truth for me now. And so it is. —Amen.
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The Cycle of Life
From the moment we take our first breath we are destined to face the
day when we will take our last. None of us can predict when that day will
come. However when it inevitably does come, it usually feels that there was
so much living left to do with our loved ones.Yet, somehow time had passed
too quickly to get all of our living done.
I grew up in a family where my father was workaholic in his pursuit of
the American Dream. As a result, I have developed the superwoman
syndrome as my counselors have called it. Always striving to do more and
be better. Sometimes the little girl within is still seeking approval from my
father, even though he passed away over twenty-five years ago. It has only
been since I rolled my car down a hill late at night, in a snow storm, that I've
realized the importance of slowing down.
If you stop and take the time to observe Mother Nature in action, you
will see that all things in nature harmoniously operate according to a cycle
of life. There is birth, growth, maturation and then death. Where everything
is eventually recycled back into the earth (unless man has interfered) to
repeat the cycle over and over. I think it is very important to have a sacred
place where you can go in nature to reconnect with the energy of God's
wondrous creations. Living in the cities makes this difficult for many people
to escape the influence of negative environmental pollution. However, the
benefits of just sitting against the trunk of an ancient tree, listening to a
running brook while the birds sing, is far more healing and therapeutic to
the soul than hanging out in a crowded bar drowning your sorrows.

I Didn't Get To Say...
I LOVE YOU...YOU MADE ME PROUD...I’M SORRY...I FORGIVE YOU...
Whenever I hear stories about people who get to say their final
good-byes before losing someone they love, I always think to myself, "What
a special blessing from God, that they had that opportunity." In most cases,
transition from life on earth happens too quickly. Often loved ones are left
with many "Should haves" and "I wishes." I have done a few guided
meditations and visualization activities in order to have closure
conversations with my absent loved ones. I don't know for sure that their
spirits hear my intentions, but it seems to help move sorrowful feelings into
one’s of gratitude and compassion.
The lesson, I suppose, is to tell the people we love how important they
are while we're all alive. Sometimes this requires asking for or offering
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forgiveness. Other times we need to stop taking for granted that our loved
ones will "always be there" causing us to put off that phone call or
impromptu visit. Wherever you're at with your personal relationships, ask
yourself "Am I giving the best I have to offer and if not, why not?" If there is
a chance of healing or re-uniting a severed relationship it may save you a lot
of grief and regrets later if you try to resolve the issues now.

Relaxation & Visualization for HealingLoss
Find a quiet place to sit or lay down in a comfortable position.You may
wish to play soothing music in the background. Unplug the phone and
remove as many distractions as you can.
Begin to breathe slowly, deeply, rhythmically. As you inhale press your
abdomen out.As you exhale contract your abdomen in.Take 3 deep cleansing
breathes.
With each inhale tell your body to relax and release all tension. When
you feel completely calm, begin to slowly count from 10 to 1.Telling yourself
that as you countdown you are getting into a deeper, more relaxed state of
mind. Feel your body becoming heavier and more peaceful as you get to
number one.
Now, mentally visualize the relationship in need of healing. See yourself
with the other person saying whatever you need to say. Send your thoughts
of love to that person.You don't need to imagine their response, just be open
to the thoughts, feelings and emotions that naturally come. When you are
finished slowly count from 1 to 10, affirming you will be mentally alert at
number 10, when you are ready to wake up.
You might want to journal your impressions or simply sit and breathe
deeply, staying focused on the present moment. Depending on the depth
of the issues you are working on, you might want to do this activity more
than once.
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Surrendering To Tears of Sadness
For Those Who Are Experiencing Grief Over
The Loss Of A Loved One
Take a soft cotton handkerchief and use it to dry as many tears of sadness
during your period of mourning. When the weeping has lessened, take a
special memento that reminds you of the person you are grieving for, and
wrap it in the handkerchief of sorrow. (Make sure you select something you
are willing to part with). Next, go to someplace special, where a weeping
willow grows or your favorite tree. Sit with your back against the trunk.
While holding your handkerchief of sorrow, pray to God to heal you from
your grief. Dry any last tears and then bury it somewhere near the base of
the tree.
Release your tears...Release your fears....Discover inner peace.
Regardless of how or why you are experiencing the pain from the loss
of love in your life, rest assured that there is a God, a higher power at work
in this situation. When you can move beyond the anger and pain caused
because this love is no longer a current relationship in your life, then you
can begin to see the full glory of God in action. To have shared the gift of
love is a blessing from God. Even when the person we love is gone, we can
be thankful for the many wonderful memories we carry from our time
together. There inevitably comes the moment when we must all physically
release our loved ones.We can, however, through gratitude and thankfulness,
learn to keep the spirit of our love and the lessons we learned alive.
I would much rather love knowing eventually we part from each other,
than to shelter myself from the fear of loss of love. To the degree that we
unselfishly love another, we are able to open our hearts to God's love in
action. Never let the pain of lost love keep you from being vulnerable
enough to fully love again.
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customer service they gave you. Far too often people are too quick to post
their negative reviews of a business experience, instead of reinforcing the
positive. None of us are perfect and we all have off days at work and home.
Compassionate consideration goes a long way in attracting more
opportunities for positive interactions to you.

I want to share with you a brief story about a man I knew. Luke was a
brave and dedicated smoke jumper who left this earth giving back more
than he took from it. When I think back on his last acts of passionate
leadership, it inspires me to Live Like Luke. To be a person who puts the
needs of others before his own. Luke was a young man who lived simply
and joyously, appreciating the beauty of nature. He selected a career to
protect people and preserve the planet, even at the risk and expense of his
own life. He was always willing to play music with his friends, passing on
the skills his father taught him.
Less than three weeks after my friend and her husband died in a plane
crash, I noticed a beautiful pink orange sunset outside. It was so amazing
that my husband and I took a walk to admire the evening sky. What appeared
to us as an incredible majestic sunset would be the same sky that sent Luke
Sheehy smoke jumping into the nearby Warner Mountains.
Luke had two rookies with him. After he landed, he reached into his bag
to pull out t-shirts to officially welcome these young men as new smoke
jumpers. Then, without any warning, there was an accident, ending his
physical life in an instant. These words pale in comparison to the actual
events that transpired in his last moments. I just wanted to briefly give you
an idea of what happened. What I have been in awe of is the passion and
leadership which Luke lived by, literally up to his last breath. His last text to
his dear friend expressed his enthusiasm for jumping in the Warner
Mountains of Northern California. Luke had the ability to remain calm in
the face of danger. At the same time, he took every opportunity in life to
praise and help others whenever the opportunity presented itself.
Transforming your deepest pain into something higher can seem to be an
insurmountable task to take on when tragedy strikes. The loss of a loved
one changes everything about your life. Learning to communicate with your
family and friends when you go through these experiences is a difficult road
to travel. You want to be supportive, but if you are uncomfortable with the
honesty of loss and pain, you may withdraw and stop maintaining your
relationships. Of all the lessons I’ve learned, having experienced multiple
losses in life, sometimes a simple hug and heartfelt “I Love You”, is all that is
required to support a grieving loved one. Holding space and allowing their
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honest emotional expression, whatever that may be is the most therapeutic
thing a friend can do. We all grieve in our own way and time. For parents
who have lost a child, there is never a time when you get over it. Society is
conditioned to always try to fix a problem that makes us feel uncomfortable.
Silence and being present, is most often better than too many minutia filled
conversations or advice.
The social network has created a society that is far too critical and
negative toward others who are different from them. After Luke passed, a
special logo in his memory was designed with the phrase “Live Like Luke”.
In my heart, to Live Like Luke means expressing words and actions of
positivity and encouragement to others. Luke found his life passion and gave
it everything he had.
Recently a fitness park at Swaycee Park in Redding, California was built
and dedicated in his honor. At the dedication ceremony they talked of his
ability to repeatedly exceed the standards for fitness in his field. It is this
type of work ethic which makes individuals great leaders and selfless heroes.
Not all of us are going to dedicate ourselves to the training required to jump
out of a perfectly good plane, deep into the burning wilderness for our job.
However, we all have the opportunity to be emotional heroes with random
acts of love, generosity and compassion when those around us are in trouble.
The sky that appeared to be magnificent from my point of view, turned
out to be the backdrop of a painful tragedy. It always inspires me when I
think of Luke’s last minutes because he left this world doing what he loved
and offering his fellow brothers words of inspiration. He embodied unselfish
leadership with his last breath. Thousands of men and women throughout
the world have found their life calling in careers that put them in danger on
a daily basis. My heartfelt prayers go out to all of the families who have taken
the risk and paid the ultimate price for the safety and protection of the rest
of us and the planet.
The early research I did on healing from grief came as a result of my
friendship with a special woman, Renee’ Jones. Her kindness, compassion,
heartfelt conversations and sisterly love has been a relationship that I feel
genuinely blessed to have experienced. Renee’ is one of my three girlfriends
who tragically lost their sons. Like most parents, she was so proud the day
she dropped her son, Doyle Bushong, off at college. This was a big step
sending her only child out into the adult world. The next day after her proud
parent moment, she received the call that he was killed as a passenger in a
car accident.
Of all the experiences with death that I have had personally and
professionally, none has been as hard as witnessing my girlfriends and their
families face their deepest personal pain on a daily basis. Much of the
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knowledge I have gained has come as a result of wanting to help my grieving
loved ones, as well as myself, in an attempt to process this pain.
Thank you Renee’ for the many honest, loving conversations about what
it is like to be a parent processing grief. Thank you for your suggestions on
how to be a supportive friend to others experiencing the same personal
pain.Thank you to your parents Idaho and Marceline for their kindness and
love, which inspired me to write this book.
It is with a very humble heart that I express deep appreciation to the
friendship I have developed with Teresa Dixon. She is the mother of the
first young man I knew who made an early life passing. Michael O. Cochran
was one of three boys in our community who was diagnosed with a rare
cancer the summer he was going into high school. He was a Washoe and
Northern Paiute Native American and the great-great-grandson of Old Man
and Mattie Joaquin. Michael had big dark eyes and an amazing smiling that
just warmed your heart. My daughter Rachel and Michael had been friends
since kindergarten. The summer Rachel told me he was going in for a biopsy
on his back, like most parents, I gave her the pep talk we would pray for his
healing and everything would be fine. It was not.
Michael fought a long brave battle with cancer. He kept his spirits
upbeat and did everything he could to stay positive. He impacted the hearts
and lives of so many people because of his wisdom and unselfish love.
Watching the personal sacrifices Michael made in order to live as long as
possible, was one of the most courageous things I have ever witnessed.
Michaels Celebration of Life service was done honoring the traditions
of his Native American heritage. It was very special to participate in a
memorial service that acknowledges our connection to the universal life
energy of the Creator and Mother Earth.
Less than two months after Michael died, I got the call at work that
another close friend had died too. The following week I was having a hard
time keeping it together one day and out of the blue, Michael’s grandfather
came in to the office to see me. I had put a memorial ad in the paper for
Michael and his grandfather wanted to know where I had gotten the picture
I used. We talked, I cried and he offered me his words of wisdom. It felt like
Michael knew it was a hard time and that he sent his grandfather in to offer
me his healing love. It’s a special thing when we are blessed by the
unexpected meeting of someone when we need it most.
Witnessing so much loss firsthand has led me to believe that no matter
what your goals in life are, they can all be shattered in an instant, when
someone you love gets seriously sick or dies.
The loss of a child is something I do not wish on any parent. There is no
magic pill, potion or wand that can ever give back the life these parents had
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before their children were called home to God. It is with a humble heart
that I have tried to hold respectful space for my friends, remembering to
show them random acts of loving kindness and support no matter how many
years has passed since their child died.
My heartfelt prayers go out to the millions of parents who have lost their
sons and daughters. The advice that I have shared in this book is based upon
personal research and application. Sometimes something as simple as
making a pot of soup and some cookies for your loved one for no reason,
other than the fact that you remember their suffering, is one of the best
gestures of friendship.
It is the grace of love that comes when you least expect it that offers us
glimpses of the reasons we come together in life. The only way I can wrap
my head around the loss of children, is to have a strong belief that we each
have a soul contract with what we identify to be God. When our life purpose
has been fulfilled according to that soul contract, then we move on into the
next spiritual state as an energetic being.
Crazy people will always do unspeakable acts of violence. I refuse to
give them the power to believe they are the ultimate controllers of
determining when a soul leaves this earth. While all of us left behind are
filled with deep pain and sorrow, I would pray that the soul of our loved one
is experiencing a greater spiritual reality.You don’t have to believe or accept
my personal philosophy. Find the belief that work best for your healing.
We are all born into this life to have experiences and opportunities to
give or withhold love. Then, regardless of how the ending manifests, whether
it be peaceful or painful, honorable or dishonorable, it is always in
accordance, I believe, with the plan God has set for us. I believe when the
physical body has ceased to exist, the life force light essence that has always
existed inside of us, returns to the source of creation. Now maybe this is
too heavy for some of you and the ideas of hell, fire and brimstone work
better for you. That is ok. We each get to accept our own personal
philosophy that fits our belief system. I have had more first and second hand
experiences with the death of family, friends and clients than most people
have, which is why I have chosen to move to a belief system of unlimited
circulating life energy.
As a Newspaper Advertising Consultant for over twenty-five years, I have
a very special folder in my file cabinet titled bereavement. It has copies of
the memorial ads recognizing the lives of the many local people who have
passed from this physical world plane of existence. This is the most
important file I have because it represents the most difficult part of my job.
After someone has died, one of the last formal details a person in my
community will do is to run a thank you advertisement to acknowledge
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